
Computer Science Department
City College of San Francisco

Minutes of Industry Advisory Group Meeting
Monday June 1, 2015 | 6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
Batmale Hall room 453, Ocean/Phelan Campus

Attendees:
Craig Persiko, CS Department Chair
Constance Conner, CS Department Faculty
Greg Boyd, CS Department Faculty
Arthur Wong, CCSF Student
Katherine Moloney, CCSF Alumna, Business Analyst Sr. at Port of SF, City and County of SF
Jason Hoang CCSF Alumnus, DevOps Engineer at ItsOn
Thomas “Chuck” Griffin, CCSF Alumnus, Programmer/Analyst at WealthVest Marketing
Dan Lopez, CCSF Alumnus, iOS Developer/Instructor at DevHut (personal brand)
Jonathan Potter, Co-founder/Developer at Fretboard Labs
Sanchit Bareja, Product Manager at Lytmus
Matt Harrington, Self-employed Programmer (formerly with Microsoft)
Ron Lichty, Consultant as interim VP Engineering / Acting CTO, Ron Lichty Consulting
Scott Mauvais, Director of Technology & Civic Innovation at Microsoft
Justin Dossey, Practice Owner at New Context
James Moler, Senior Software Engineer at New Context
Rhiannon Portwood, DevOps Engineer at New Context

Summary of Common Themes and Action Items for CS Department:
• We should infuse the following technologies and practices throughout our curriculum:

◦ Github or other online repositories / version control
◦ Working with large data sets that aren't always well-formed or fully understood
◦ Cloud tools such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), virtual machines
◦ Test-driven development (TDD)
◦ Teamwork
◦ Encourage students to build projects they're passionate about, and post them publicly

• We should consider new certificates in:
◦ Unity game development
◦ DevOps (separate from QA), maybe integrate with Linux Administration
◦ AWS administration

• We should offer an advanced iOS programming class
• Perl should be removed from Web Application Programming Certificate
• Ruby should be added to Linux Administration certificate



Agenda / Minutes:

6:00 Agenda Review and Introductions 

6:10 Computer Science Department Overview 
- Accreditation: Definitely accredited another year and a half, lots of changes happening fast, 
CCSF will not close 
- CS curriculum includes programming, databases, Unix/Linux 
- CNIT is separate: Web (including HTML/Javascript), Networking, Windows, Tech Support 
Multimedia is separate as well, under Visual Media Design. 
- CS data: 
-- We serve almost 2,500 students each year. 
-- We offer approximately 28 different courses each semester, for a total of approximately 60 
sections. 
-- We have 7 full-time faculty and 13 part-time faculty 
-- We are hiring 3 new part-timers now, and next year plan to hire 3 new full-timers. 
- In response to last year's meeting, we changed our VB certificate to focus on C# instead.  We 
also modified our C++ certificate to have Parallel Programming as an option to databases.
- A list of all the current CCSF Certificates and their SLO's was handed out with the agenda.

6:20 Curriculum Alignment with Industry:
What entry-level positions are you most likely to hire for in the coming 1-2 years?  OR
What top skill(s) are most critical for today’s job seekers?
AND Would the relevant CCSF certificate be adequate preparation for this job?  
If not, what's missing?

- Most companies are hiring
- most employers indicated that they use interns (and later indicated they did not expect their 
interns to produce much)
- linux administration was mentioned by a couple of employers, although our current certs were 
found lacking in devops (configuration management tools such as chef, puppet, salt or ansible) 
and in exposure to the cloud
- SQL/database was a favorite thing to give new hires/interns. Also performance tuning and 
testing/QA
- most programmers today must know several languages (full stack developers):
--- javascript is probably most important for current development
--- java is used mostly in established large shops and the enterprise
--- ruby popularity is flattening out (but is used in two of the three configuration management 
tools (chef and puppet))
--- C# was mentioned as being important, and python continues to be important
--- not mentioned: c++, perl and php. No android developers were present either
- New Context (Justin): need programming and sys admin skills combined
- Ron: Angular.js
- Database optimization, scalability
- City of SF: Peoplesoft implementation, building own data centers. Regular internship program 
  * (More details at end of this document)



- Wealthvest (Chuck) is always hiring interns. MS sys admin, SQL
- Microsoft (Scott): Cloud oriented skills. Provisioning and managing virtual machines.
- Heroku
- Large data sets
- Managing data sets needed for iOS development
- Objective C still needed: transition to Swift is slow
- Data Driven development
- AB Testing
- Sharepoint
- Prog for scientists is solid w/ scientific background
- Matt: C# certificate is solid
- Javascript use is expanding. Thicker front-end.
- Project experience is key. Knowing how to use version control
- Github URL on resume. Put class projects there
- Passion is hugely important. Strongest indicator of success
- Start freelancing to gain experience
- TDD, writing unit tests before coding
- Ability to work in teams, change others’ code

7:00 Proposals for New Curriculum
How strong is demand in each of these areas?  
What content should be emphasized?
What tools should be taught (current, new)? 
Opportunities for instructor professional development in this subject area?

• Big data – what skills and technologies are appropriate for CCSF students to learn?
Hadoop? NoSql? In addition to SQL?

- Distributed computing, managing resources
- Infuse in overall curriculum instead of making this a new certificate
- Understanding how to work with data that’s not fully available/known
- class in big data would be difficult since the math required for analytics is so advanced.

• Multimedia/Graphics/Game programming (JavaScript? Unity?)
- Unity very popular. This as the basis for multimedia/gaming cert would be desirable

• QA of User Interface / Web Front End – should we have this as an alternative to the 
current QA Build and Release Automation certificate?  Would have fewer 
programming requirements, could be earned more quickly.

• Should we have language-specific certificates in Python, Ruby, and PHP, in addition 
to current Web Application Programming certificate?

- Perl could be removed
- Skills of communication between between elements is most important. Not about language

• Cloud Administration?
- Part of DevOps
- Infuse in overall curriculum



- Rhiannon: AWS Skills in high demand. Their certification is in high demand. Specifically:
– Understanding what scalable means.
– Ability to recover from issues
– Load balancers
– VPC
– security groups
– automation of the above

- cloud administration skills were separated from AWS skills.
- Some said Application programming should include deployment on AWS or other cloud. 
Others commented that’s unusual – often separate roles – but helpful

• Other certificates we should be offering?
- the swift/objective-c debate drew a lot of attention. It was felt that even though swift was the 
current language being pushed for IOS development, knowledge of objective-c is still required. it
was also highlighted that our iphone programming course would be very popular if the public 
knew it was using swift. Also, an advanced iphone course was recommended.
- Linux Administration  should add Ruby as an option since it is used in configuration 
management tools

7:40 Advice for Job Seekers
• How do you evaluate candidates? What do you recommend to help CCSF 

students/alumni get a job?
- Interview questions:
-- name 3 things you like/don’t like about the programming language
-- Questions about what’s on resume to ascertain depth
-- coding exercises popular and/or ask for code samples
-- Pair programming with interviewer
-- Coding exercise to do before interview

- Successful job seekers must have:
-- portfolio with projects completed that can be viewed by prospective employer and analyzed
-- code must be in public repository available via version control such as github, and/or using 
cloud systems such as AWS
-- experience with pair/team programming
-- ability to write unit tests
-- test-driven development
-- demonstrate excitement and passion about their work, via project work completed

- Open source contributions are valuable project experience

• What is your impression of boot-camp type programs vs. CCSF?
- Question with Bootcamps: not enough hours?
- Time needed to learn stuff – boot camps too rushed
- Improvements we could make to better compete with boot camps:
-- Best to have Layered assignments building to something substantial



-- We could do more to use modern tech as bootcamps do, e.g. Submit assignments on github
-- Build on top of existing code. Maybe build on top of classmates’ code
-- a bit more top-down approach in instruction - give them an application and have them figure 
out how it works, to get overview perspective early

7:50 Exploration of Ways to Get Involved with the Department 

• Help recruiting full-time instructors (we’re hiring 3 next year!), and part-time
Teaching with full context 

• Propose and support projects for Web Site Development Practicum class
Contribute to Open Source project

• Internships and Apprenticeships
- Justin likes apprenticeships
- Internships seen as pipeline to employees
- Involve Coders club more with classes, e.g. Compete against them
- Internship class could consider contributions to open source projects, etc. Graded based on how
they respond to feedback, or hackathons as internship

8:00 Adjourn 

* Details on City of SF's job opportunities (E-mailed by Katherine Moloney):
IS jobs are in 1 of 3 tracks -- infrastructure & business/programmer analysts & web/mobile 
development representative jobs:

• 1042 - Network Engineer: job opening & salary range
• 1052 - IS Business Analyst: job opening & salary range
• 1062 - Web & Front End Dev: job opening & salary range

CS internships are always offered thru this website: http://www.sfstudentintern.org/

useful skills to gain prior to internships:
 for business/programmer analysts:
 - beginning CS classes (110a/b or 111a/b)
 - scripting (either bash for Linux [cs160a/b] or powershell for Windows [cnit102])
 - SQL (either Microsoft [cs150a/p, cnit351] or Oracle [cs151a/p])

 for infrastructure:
 - scripting (either bash for Linux [cs160a/b] or powershell for Windows [cnit102])
 - networking [cnit106], network security [cnit120], hardware [cnit103/cnit103L], sys admin (for 
Microsoft [cnit104,cnit342/3/5], for Linux [cs260a])

 for web & mobile devs:
 - html, css, javascript, networking [cnit106]
- (if iOS) objective-C, iPhone development
- (if Android) java, XML, Android development

http://www.jobaps.com/SF/sup/bulpreview.asp?R1=PEX&R2=1042&R3=065179
http://www.sfstudentintern.org/
http://citidex.sfgov.org/cgi-bin/dhr/findClass.cgi?class=1062
http://www.jobaps.com/SF/sup/bulpreview.asp?R1=PBT&R2=1062&R3=065115
http://citidex.sfgov.org/cgi-bin/dhr/findClass.cgi?class=1052
http://www.jobaps.com/SF/sup/bulpreview.asp?R1=PEX&R2=1052&R3=065538
http://citidex.sfgov.org/cgi-bin/dhr/findClass.cgi?class=1042

